Neural Network Synthesis is a new innovative method for an artificial neural network learning and structural optimization. It is based on two other already very successful algorithms: Analytic Programming and Self-Organizing Migration Algorithm (SOMA). The method already recorded several theoretical as well as industrial application to prove itself as a useful tool of modelling and simulation. This paper explores promising possibility to farther improve the method by application of an adaptive strategy for SOMA. The new idea of adaptive strategy is explained here and tested on a theoretical experimental case for the first time. Obtained data are statistically evaluated and ability of adaptive strategy to improve neural network synthesis is proved in conclusion.
Introduction
Neural Network Synthesis (ANN synthesis) is a new innovative method for an artificial neural network learning and structural optimization. It is based on two other already very successful algorithms: Analytic Programming and Self-Organizing Migration Algorithm (SOMA). To explain all inner workings of the method would significantly exceed an intended scope of this paper. Nevertheless chapters 1.1 and 1.2 explain most important principles necessary for understanding of ideas considered in the paper. To understand Neural Network Synthesis in all details the reader is respectfully asked to explore some of other papers referenced at the end of this paper.
The main scope of the paper is to explore promising possibility to farther improve the method by application of an adaptive strategy for SOMA. The new idea of adaptive strategy is explained (chapter 2) and tested on a theoretical experimental case for the first time in chapter 3.
Obtained data are statistically evaluated and ability of adaptive strategy to improve neural network synthesis is proved in conclusion as can be seen in chapters 3. AP can perform such evolutionary scanning above Fall set and provide the possibility to synthetize the ANN with an almost infinitely variable structure, complexity and scope. There is a very easy way of using AP for the ANN synthesis. (More information about this process can be found e.g. in [1] .) The most important part is to define items of which the ANN will be composed. In this case the General Function Set (GFS) contains only three items. GFS is a set containing all possible elements from which resulted ANN can be build.
Neural network synthesis

GFSall = {+, AN, K*x}
(1)
Most important item of (1) is an Artificial Neuron (AN) (2) with a weighted hyperbolic tangent as a transfer function (3). The weight of output, steepness and thresholds are computed as K in AP (4) by evolutionary algorithm (see part 2.1). The synthesized ANN, programs or formulas may also contain constants "K", which can be defined in the GFS0 or be a part of other functions included in the GFSall. When the program is synthesized, all Ks are indexed, so K1, K2, …, Kn, are obtained and then all Kn are estimated. Several versions of AP exist in accordance with Kn estimation.
GFS1 = {AN} (2)
In this case, the asynchronous implementation of Self-Organizing Migration Algorithm (SOMA) (inside another SOMA, which operates AP) is used to estimate Kn. This is especially convenient for the ANN synthesis. Kn can be referred to as various weights and thresholds and their optimization by SOMA as ANN learning (see Fig. 7 ). [2] SOMA is commonly known evolutionary which is well described for example in [3] .
Purpose of the study
As can be seen in previous chapter, number of constants which have to be estimated by SOMA differ with each individual. Nevertheless this fact is not considered in a standard version of Analytic Programming. Adaptive strategy proposed in this paper aim to influence control parameter of SOMA named PRT to improve SOMA's efficiency dealing with different number of constants to estimate. The main question of the study can be formulated as whether an improvement in the strategy of evolutionary algorithm used for ANN's learning can also improve overall results of ANN synthesis.
Adaptive Strategy
An idea of the adaptive strategy introduced in chapter 1.3 can be formulated into following hypothesis:
Hypothesis: Adaptive setting of control parameters of evolutionary algorithm based on number of estimated constants can positively influence ANN synthesis in accordance to its efficiency and speed.
For the purpose of this study, adaptive strategy is reduce to one control parameter of SOMA named PRT. For more information about PRT and its importance for SOMA, please refer [4] .
Technically speaking Commonly, SOMA is set on PRT = 0.1. In contradiction this paper proposes adaptive strategy so PRT will differ from individual to individual PRT = 1 / number of Kn.
Experiment
In order to statistically evaluate the hypothesis stated in chapter 2. the function approximation problem was chosen as an aim of the experiment. The function (7) proposed by [5] as an appropriate approximation benchmark was chosen to be approximated by the ANN. 
Fig. 8 (automatically generated by ANN synthesis software) shows an example of synthetized ANN approximating (7) . The difference between the ANN and (7) is depicted as a red area which could be minimized by the process of synthesis. Fig. 8 . Approximation of (7) by synthetized ANN AP was executed 100 times (physically on 8 cores of the Super Micro Server) to produce an ANN with the RMSD < 0.005. The main intention was to find such an ANN which met this condition and which simultaneously used as few AN as possible. The setting of Asynchronous SOMA used as the EA for AP can be seen in Table 1 . and SOMA setting used for ANN learning in Table 2 . Table 2 . Setting of SOMA used to optimize Kn Based on experiment setting PRT which SOMA used to optimize Kn is set either conservatively to PRT = 0.1 or adaptively PRT = 1 / number of Kn.
Results
The adaptive strategy for Kn estimation consists in replacement of the static PRT value by the value which inversely depends on Kn dimension. Table 3 . PRT strategy for Kn estimation A total of 672,779 evaluations of AP individual fitness were completed during 100 AP executions and the separate SOMA run was performed for all of them to set their Kn value while PRT was set to 0.1. However, under such conditions, in 7 cases AP was not able to find a sufficient ANN at all. This results can be clearly interpreted as a confirmation of the examined hypothesis. Nevertheless, there are limited by the fact that our study aim to explore adaptive strategy of only one parameter of one specifically selected evolutionary algorithm.
Conclusion
The Neural Network Synthesis was developed on the basis of AP and SOMA algorithms. The method was successfully tested on the real life problems [6] - [9] (as can be seen in extended electronic version of this paper) as well as on widely recognized benchmark functions [10] , [11] with respect to the function approximation, prediction and problems. This applications make contribution of this research significant as it help the ANN synthesis prove itself as a useful and efficient tool for nonlinear modelling in comparison with competing methods [12] - [17] .
Obtained results of experiment considered in this paper proves an ability of proposed adaptive strategy to further improve ANN synthesis. The experiment was based on theoretical example. This open a possibility applied such approach also on some more time demanding practical industrial case. Such exploration will be subjected by our future research in combination with our recent results considering an evolutionary control [18] and [19] .
